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With this new, fresh, and highly readable introduction to sail trim, Dallas MurphyÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Plain

Sailing goes far to demystify the often intimidating aspects of sailing that confront the unseasoned

sailor. By focusing on Ã¢â‚¬Å“wind awareness,Ã¢â‚¬Â• Plain Sailing will help all sailors better

understand the principles and practice of sail trimÃ¢â‚¬â€•how to adjust sails so they interact most

efficiently with the wind. There is a direct relationship between sailing efficiency and sailing fun.

Knowing when, how, and why to trim your sails is the essence of sailing. If you understand trim, you

understand sailing.  Plain Sailing also covers how to look at sails, how to distinguish good trim from

bad, how to diagnose a blown-out sail, and much more. This book is essential reading for all

beginning sailors, as well as for more experienced cruising sailors who want to get the most out of

their boats.
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Ã¢â‚¬Å“Ã¢â‚¬ËœRelax. Sailing isn't all that difficult or mysterious,' says Dallas Murphy in this new

and very different sailing manual. He covers sailing's most important skills and equipment without

intimidating his readers and without dumbing-down his material. I heartily recommend Plain Sailing

to any beginner or novice, and also to old salts needing a refresher course." (John Rousmaniere,

Author of "The Annapolis Book of Seamanship")"Murphy steers aspiring sailors though the maze of

jargon and effortlessly explains basic sailing concepts. He is that rare combination, a professional

writer who thinks like a sailor, or as he puts it, Ã¢â‚¬Ëœsomeone who sees the wind.' Anyone who

has been intimidated or frustrated trying to learn to sail must read Plain Sailing. It will be a



revelation.Ã¢â‚¬Â• (John Kretschmer, author of "At the Mercy of the Sea," "Cape Horn to

Starboard" and most recently, "Sailing a Serious Ocean.")

Dallas Murphy is the author of Rounding the Horn and other books, and has been sailing seriously,

cruising and racing inshore and off--including high-latitude cruises to Spitsbergen, East Greenland,

Iceland, and Cape Horn--for thirty-five years. He lives in New York City.

Plain sailing is just what it says in the title. There is not the usual hubris one finds in most sailing

books that tend to intimidate rather than teach. Terms are explained in a clear and understandable

manner. I loved this book and will re-read it to refresh the concepts he so lucidly explains.

If you're a competent sailor who's trying to develop your skills, you're unlikely to find much new

material here. However, this is a great book for new sailors. As such it would have benefited from

more diagrams and pictures to support the explanations in the text.

Really well-written, and well-presented book. This is my favorite sailing book out of the small library

that I own. I'm super impressed and happy with this book. I will probably re-read and highlight some

things as soon as I've finished the last page.

Found little value for sailors with a few miles and presented to be too confusing for new sailors. Bit

of an odd duck.

This is a very clearly written book, particularly for a beginning sailor like me. Plenty of simple

explanations to satisfy someone curious enough about the mechanics, but not overwhelming. I love

this book, and my copy is full of pencil marks where I highlighted learning points for myself. I will

certainly return to this book over and over again.

Good book for beginners through intermediate. Intermediate sailors may feel like i do, that the too

much time is spent on the very basics with many stories and ways to remember the material.

I have been sailing for two years (as a retired senior fulfilling an old dream) and of the many books

I've read about beginning sailing this one is by far the best written and the one to explain the basics

of sailing with clarity and by emphasizing the importance of understanding wind. I only wish this



would have been the first book I read about sailing.

Best sailing instruction book I've read - out of dozens. This book is loaded with practical information

and offers a look into the reasoning behind sail trim. This is the one book that you will read from

cover to cover, and refer back to often.
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